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Center for Student Innovation
at Eastern Illinois University

Creating a Cross-disciplinary Hub
for Active Student Learning in Booth Library

INTRODUCING THE CENTER FOR STUDENT INNOVATION
The Center for Student Innovation is a planned
development of some 4900 sf of the ground floor
of Booth Library. It includes three large areas:
an Innovation Gateway and Community Wall, an
Active Learning Classroom with integrated
Design Lab and adjoining breakout rooms, and
a Collaboratory. Each of these are explained
below. (There will be an adjacent Studio, which
can be developed with internal funds later.) The
Center (or CSI) is designed with outcomes in mind:
programming and use has shaped plans for lighting,
existing periodical stacks

flooring, and acoustics, furniture, and technology, as
well as staffing.

Why the CSI in Booth Library?
The CSI planning committee began by identifying a
series of teaching and learning needs on campus:
» a space, staff, and tools which will allow
students from all disciplines to be creators.
» an environment where students from across
the campus can see their projects through from
research to curation to in-person and digital
presentation or dissemination.
» a central space to showcase the best trends in
teaching and learning both in classroom and oneon-one settings.
» a space for faculty to workshop active learning
techniques through combining optimal space,
technology, and pedagogy.
» a change in the use of the library from checkout to engage-in, to encourage creation and
collaboration in the library.
The CSI as outlined in this presentation provides
simple but elegant solutions to each of these
problems or needs. The space envisioned is central
to the library and to the campus, and is highly visible
and near all four colleges of the university.

“students as creators & collaborators”
source: https://www.fastcompany.com/1637759/
idea-lab-look-stanfords-dschool
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CENTER FOR STUDENT INNOVATION :

ZONE OVERVIEW, PLAN VIEW

THE
COLLABORATORY

ACTIVE LEARNING
CLASSROOM &
THE DESIGN LAB

THE
GATEWAY

[FUTURE]
THE STUDIO

NOT IN SCOPE
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THE INNOVATION GATEWAY
The Innovation Gateway will be a dynamic entry
and the focal point to the whole CSI. It will also
serve as the central walk-in makerspace, where
individual students can ask initial questions – “How
can I use the 3D printer for my project?” or “Would
the 3D scanner or an AR mapping work better for
my project?”). It will also be an open space for less
structured and impromptu conversations about
innovative projects. The current open space would
be transformed into more of an Apple Store genius
bar model where there is not a clear “staff” side or
“student” side. This entry would also have a display
visible from the central walkway through the atrium,
atrium with soft and flexible furniture outside The Gateway

existing lounge & stair in atrium. daylight fills open space.

and would be fully open with perhaps a glass “garage
door” entry. Staff would help students with at the
“bar” and/or direct them to the Design Lab or the
Collaboratory or, in future, the Studio.
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THE INNOVATION GATEWAY

PLAN VIEW

HUMANITIES
CENTER

BREAK
OUT
ROOM

BREAK
OUT
ROOM

COLLABORATORY

DESIGN LAB
THE
GATEWAY

ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM (ALC)
DIGITAL
GARAGE DOOR DISPLAY

circulation

THE GATEWAY
• demo current millwork to create
inviting entry
• bar with stools and lower tables
for demo tech
• high top / lounge seating
• tablet / electrical hookup
• graphics / branding
• demonstration tech
• monitor displaying past projects/
mirroring current activities
• sliding glass wall (adhering to fire
safety & current atrium code) or
glass garage door

COMMUNITY WALL

COMMUNITY WALL
• vertical surface in a shared circulation zone
• an opportunity to showcase CSI projects,
use of the Design Lab’s and the Gateway’s
tools, and other info sharing
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THE INNOVATION GATEWAY

BENCHMARKING & VISUALIZATION

source : https://blog.kineticdata.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/
Mohawk-college.png

source : https://blog.gouldevans.com/redefining-high-performance-in-buildings/

source : http://paddysfivemiler.com/roll-up-glass-garage-door/
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ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM & THE DESIGN LAB
An Active Learning Classroom (ALC) and Design Lab

The Design Lab will be part of the same L-shaped

will serve as a central space for supporting the digital

room which houses the Center’s ALC. Stations there

and technological infrastructure at the periphery

will allow students both individually and as part

of the Innovation Center. The ALC combines

of classes to work on 3D projects (using printers,

flexible furniture, mobile technology, and innovative

scanners, and development software), AR projects

teaching and learning programming. Use of the ALC

(using development apps), and presentation software

encourages collaborations with partners across

and printers.

campus in all colleges. Faculty Development, also
existing periodical stacks work area

on the floor of the planned CSI, will create Faculty
Teaching Communities (FTC) to encourage use of the
ALC by all faculty. Workshops and training for faculty
cohorts will be focused on active learning strategies,
and tools for helping students create, which are
particularly useful in ALCs, but can be modified for
use across the campus and across the curriculum. In
addition, the adjoining Center for the Humanities is
redeveloping and solidifying its role as a hub for the
Digital Humanities and will help make the SDIC a
cross-disciplinary hub for active teaching, learning,
and student engagement.

existing corridor & glass wall
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ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM & THE DESIGN LAB

PLAN VIEW
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ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM (ALC)

circulation

COMMUNITY WALL

ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM (ALC)
• adaptable & movable technology
• flexible, collaborative stacking chairs & flip top
tables to maximize flexibility
• movable writing surfaces on partitions, used for
privacy when needed
• “glass wall adaptations” rod or system for hanging
movable marker boards
BREAK OUT ROOMS
• same writable surfaces & flexible furniture as ALC
DESIGN LAB
• 3D printers
• Computer Stations for Individual Use
• individual lockers for faculty / classroom materials.
INTERIOR FINISH UPGRADE
• new paint, new flooring, new window coverings,
widen doors to rooms and increase daylight
transfer, refresh millwork, maintain plumbing
fixtures
INTERIOR LIGHTING UPGRADE
• new controls for localized switching & dimmers,
demo “library stack lighting” and replace
with more appropriate, flexible light levels for
computer, tech zone.
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ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM & THE DESIGN LAB

BENCHMARKING & VISUALIZATION

source : https://edtechtimes.com/2017/04/07/designing-the-classroom-of-the-futureinter view-with-brooke-trivas-david-damon-of-perkins-will/

source : https://www.gouldevans.com/portfolio/cerner-continuous-campus

Standford d.school
source : https://cellcode.us/quotes/process-design-school-stanford.html

conceptual rendering to visualize ALC flexible furniture, interior finish
upgrades & the design lab’s technology support zones.
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ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM & THE DESIGN LAB

FLEXIBLE FURNITURE LAYOUT OPPORTUNITIES
BREAK OUT ROOMS

HUMANITIES
CENTER
(furniture remains)

All layouts show how (32)
stacking chairs, (14) flip-top
tables, (6) modular “blocks”, (6)
tackable/writable partitions, (4)
task chairs, (2) storage / shelving
units can be arranged based on
varying uses for the ALC/The
Design Lab & Break Out Rooms.

DESIGN LAB

ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM (ALC)

maintain
circulation
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ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM & THE DESIGN LAB

FLEXIBLE FURNITURE LAYOUT OPPORTUNITIES
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ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM & THE DESIGN LAB

FLEXIBLE FURNITURE LAYOUT OPPORTUNITIES
BREAK OUT ROOMS

HUMANITIES
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ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM & THE DESIGN LAB

FLEXIBLE FURNITURE “BASIS OF DESIGN”
Direct/indirect lights on dimmers can add
another level of flexibility to the space,
depending on the light levels needs.

Cost effective vinyl
graphics or painted
mission statements can
easily enliven & brand
the space.

Research shows ALCs (flexible
furniture) encourage student
creativity and innovation where
high, middle, and low achievers
all benefit.

Writable surfaces which
can be stored on carts
used to partition space.
Small ottomans can serve
as a low laptop table with
removable top surface or
double as a pull-up seat for
impromptu collaboration.

Acoustic wall panels can absorb noise
in classroom while also providing
graphic patterns in EIU colors.

Lightweight stacking
chairs & folding tables
empower users to
move furniture to fit
their needs.
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THE COLLABORATORY & [FUTURE] THE STUDIO

existing microfilm readers area, which will be The Collaborator y

The Collaboratory will be a collaborative space

Future plans. The Studio.

with larger work tables than the ALC, some flexible

The Center for Student Innovation will be highly

furniture, and an array of two or more large-screen

functional and exciting with Gateway, Active Learning

monitors/touch-screen computers. This space is

Classroom and Design Lab, and the Collaboratory.

envisioned as multi-use: an informatics lab for

There are spaces for future development at both

research (small groups of graduate students, say,

ends (North and South) of the CSI. There is already

learning about competing search engines); a space for

some discussion of a Studio to be developed in an

collaborative work on visualizations; etc. This area,

existing enclosed and lockable room (South or to

which currently houses microfilm and readers would

the right of the Innovation Gateway) that could

need one-and-a-half walls to be fully enclosed. We

be repurposed as both a virtual reality demo and

might replicate the glass garage door or similar entry

experiment room and a podcast or video production

of the Innovation Gateway as a ready access to the

room.

Collaboratory.

existing overflow stack area, which is planned for The Studio in future
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THE COLLABORATORY & [FUTURE] THE STUDIO

PLAN OVERVIEW
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ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSROOM (ALC)
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COLLABORATORY

DIGITAL
DISPLAY

circulation

WALLS and DOORWAYS
• extend walls to South and West to enclose
room, new “garage door” or similar entry
to hallway, expanded doorway to ALC
INTERIOR FINISH UPGRADE
• new paint, new flooring, refresh millwork

[FUTURE] THE STUDIO

COMMUNITY WALL

INTERIOR LIGHTING UPGRADE
• new controls for localized switching &
dimmers
• demo lighting and replace with more
appropriate, flexible light levels
TECH/FURNISHINGS
• 2 large touch-screen computers/monitors.
• 2 work tables (one high top w/ stools, one
cafe height)
• similar movable writable surfaces as ALC
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THE COLLABORATORY & [FUTURE] THE STUDIO

BENCHMARKING

source: Mudd Hall, Northwestern, https://www.kayhan.com/tempnu

source : Labs in the Librar y by Matt Enis, April 2019, Librar y Journal

source : Informatics Room, Grainger Engineering Librar y,
University of Illinois, photo by Newton Key
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WHY THE CSI?
Current students will need to develop 21st century and transferable
skills to prepare for multiple career fields at one time and "slash"
careers. For example, they may become a business associate/freelance
writer, an administrative assistant/photographer, etc. Indeed, more than
1/3 of Generation Z students (those born after 1995) own or plan to
own their own business. Students across Eastern Illinois University, in
virtually every major, want to be entrepreneurial and innovate. They
need access to the tools for collaboration, creation, and dissemination,
as well as the training and research staff and insights to use them
creatively.
source : https://educationsnapshots.com/projects/157/
lassonde-studios-university-utah/Gould Evans

CSI will have the space and the tools, with staff
committed to encouraging students across the
university to take chances, learn and use the soft skills
of collaboration and creation. The tag line for the CSI
could be thought of as “Making Innovation Inclusive.”
Har vard Innovation Lab
source : https://youngtri.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/
photo-2-24.jpg

Missouri Innovation Campus by Gould Evans
source : http://www.dlrgroup.com/work/missouri-innovationcampus/
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Center for Student Innovation
at Eastern Illinois University
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